
Peer 2 Peer University 
building community through peer 
learning networks





Learn 
Better, 
Together

Born out of the 2008 Cape Town 
Open Education Declaration, 
P2PU is a US-based non-profit 
organization that cultivates 
peer-learning communities in 
public spaces around the world. 

Our vision:

● Knowledge should be freely 
shared

● Learning is best done with 
others

● Education is a social good

https://www.capetowndeclaration.org/read-the-declaration
https://www.capetowndeclaration.org/read-the-declaration


A note on terminology…

● OER (Open Educational Resource)
● MOOC (Massive Open Online Course)
● Online course
● Online learning resource



Anybody can learn 
anything, anywhere, 
for free.



Anybody who has had their various needs met (including 
child care and learning disabilities), the mental capacity 
to take on the work, curiosity,  access to technology and 
learning resources, and reading and digital literacy  can 
learn anything that is accessible to them and not 
censored, recognizing that what they can learn is likely 
influenced by dominant (i.e. Western) forms of knowledge 
production and furthermore that this knowledge is likely 
limited to theory as the internet can’t teach you how to 
ride a bike, anywhere they feel safe and have access to 
electricity, the internet and/or offline learning resources, 
for free, except nothing is actually free.



courses should help 
us formulate 
questions, not tell us 
answers.



What we like about online learning

● Remixing culture
● Open source / contributing to the commons
● Expertise can be refined over time - knowledge isn’t static
● Switching between linear and modular learning formats
● Easy to access and share (in theory)

How do we activate online learning along these same value system?



We manifest our vision through learning circles: 
free lightly-facilitated study groups for people 
who want to meet regularly and learn together. 

P2PU and learning circles
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meet...
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4 components of a learning circle

in a public space 
like a library, or in a 

virtual space...

for regular meetings 
(2hr/week, 6-8 weeks)...

to learn about a 
topic together.

Learners and a 
facilitator 

meet...



Facilitators
A guide, not a teacher or expert

Flexible and responsive

Often library professionals

Work through course with learners



Learners
Mostly adults

Different motivations for participation

Great intro to online learning

Online and in-person



Libraries
Access for all

Open ended learning

“The peoples university”



First, there is a check-in 

to hear how everyone is 

doing, what they are 

working on today, and 

where they might need 

help.

1. Check in

The heart of the learning 

circle is working through 

course materials. This can be 

done individually, in small 

groups, or all together 

gathered around a single 

computer or projector.

2. Coursework



Often times a group activity 

can support peer learning 

and bridge the gap between 

the online course and real 

life.

3. Activity

A planned closing space 

helps the group collectively 

consider what was covered 

during the meeting and 

provide feedback to guide 

their experience moving 

forward.

4. Reflection



Courses from 
around the web
● Open access (or at least free 

to use)

● Primarily in English, 
Spanish, German, and 
Portuguese (for now)

● Facilitators contribute 
courses, leading to diverse 
array of topics



What we look for in a course

● Project based > theoretical
● Personal > “objective”
● Group discussion > “user interaction”
● Transparency > hierarchy
● Connected > siloed
● Open > closed (including no logins!)
● Low bandwidth > Bells and whistles



p2pu.org/learning-resources

http://www.p2pu.org


docs.p2pu.org

https://docs.p2pu.org/


p2pu.org/events

http://p2pu.org/events


learningcircles.p2pu.org

http://learningcircles.p2pu.org




Creative community solutions

🔨  Makerspace access
Andrea at St. Paul Public Library connected 
learners with library facilities by teaching digital 
2D design skills, then laser-cutting and 
delivering the final projects

🗣  Virtual/analog hybrid
Nicole in Köln, Germany pioneered 
hybrid learning circles in the summer, 
a strategy now being investigated by 
multiple libraries for 2022

📞  Phone learning circles
Barbara in Los Angeles worked with 
learners to learn languages in 
Zoom-powered conference calls

💬  WhatsApp-powered education
Yusuf in Kenya distributed low-bandwidth 
learning materials and pre-loaded 
smartphones to deliver learning content to his 
participants, then kept in touch via WhatsApp 



community 
partnerships start 
with shared values



● Started as learning circle hosts
● Public libraries are a natural partner for our work, but not the only 

partner!
● Partners finding new ways to be involved

○ Create courses for learning circles

○ Run learning circles for professional development

○ Build networks between organizations across a city

Collaborating with partners



Responding to immediate needs



Disseminating research



Building professional community



Connecting across organizations



Adapting and developing new courses

Facilitator Guide:
Lightweight templates 
designed to “learning circlify” 
existing learning resources.

Course-in-a-Box:
Our free tool for building and 
publishing online courses, now 
improved for those without 
prior coding experience.

Course Creation Guide:
The fundamentals of 
designing courses for 
learning circles.





what if your 
organization was the 
facilitator of a peer 
learning network?



p2pu.org

grif@p2pu.org
Thank You!

https://p2pu.org
mailto:grif@p2pu.org

